
Copper.
The Copper collection highlights the dynamic and  
f lexible properties of using copper. Pure copper is used  
as a vacuum metallised f ilm, only microns thick, on the 
interior of each product, creating an enriched and 
softened light source.

The Copper Shade brings a sculptural sophistication to any 
interior, either alone or grouped as a dramatic chandelier 
cluster whilst the Fat Spot is an alternative to the numerous 
minimal architectural spotlights on the market. A conf ident 
statement piece it provides either a gentle glow or broad 
directional light.

The prismatic textured Copper Table Light morphs design 
from the eponymous Fat Spot and Copper Shade with its 
impressive hemishpere shade and angled base it allows 
for maximum ref lection of light.

The Blow Pendant Light is the f irst energy saving light  
in the range specif ically designed to accommodate a 
low-energy compact f luorescent light bulb (CFL). Inspired 
by the shape of a light bulb, Blow is one of the f irst outdoor 
low energy lights, it can also be used indoors and as a 
pendant or f loor light. Allowing the low energy light bulb 
to give a strong directional light through the clear base, 
Blow has been designed to bring further awareness to the 
use of CFL’s and to promote sustainability within design.

Left to right:
Copper Shade group
Copper Shade detail

Clockwise from right:
Fat Spot in situ
Fat Spot group detail
Fat Spot f itting detail
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Fat Spot
FSS01 - Fat Spot
FSA01EU - Fat Spot Floor Fitting EU
FSA01US - Fat Spot Floor Fitting US
Dimensions: Ø 30cm decreasing 
to Ø 17cm, base Ø 20cm
Floor Fitting supplied with: 3.0m 
cable, rocker switch  & bulb

1 
Copper Shade
MSS45 - 45cm globe
SPA01EU - Pendant Fitting EU
SPA01UL - Pendant Fitting US
Dimension: Diameter Ø 45cm
Pendant Fitting supplied with: 2.0m cable, 
ceiling rose & bulb

Copper Series
Plastic polycarbonate lighting series 
internally coated with copper.
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Right and below:
Blow Light

Top to bottom:
Copper Table Light
Copper Table Light in situ
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Blow Light
COS01 - Blow Light shade
COA01EU - Fitting EU
COA01US - Fitting US
Dimension: Diameter Ø 30cm, H33cm
Pendant Fitting supplied with: 4.0m cable,  
EU moulded plug & UK converter /  
US moulded plug.
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Copper Table Light
COT01 - Copper Table Light shade
COT01EU - Table Fitting EU
COT01UL - Table Fitting US
Dimension: Diameter Ø 45cm, H48cm
Table Fitting supplied with: 3.0m cable, 
inline switch & bulb
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